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Abstract. In recent years, as cloud computing has
become a promising paradigm which can dynami-
cally provide users with elastic computation resources,
more and more scientific and business applications
represented by workflows have been moved or are in
active transition to cloud platforms. Therefore, effi-
cient cloud workflow scheduling methods are in high
demand. Inspired by the gradient-based Newton’s
method, gradient-based optimizer (GBO) is a novel
meta-heuristic algorithm which shows promising re-
sults due to its enhanced capabilities of exploration,
exploitation, and effective avoidance of local optima.
Hence in this paper, we design a workflow schedul-
ing algorithm based on GBO, which aims to minimize
the execution cost of scheduling workflows under the
given deadline constraints. We also conduct extensive
comparative experiments with a genetic algorithm and
particle swarm optimization over well-known scien-
tific workflows with different sizes and types through
WorkflowSim. The experimental results show that the
proposed GBO-based scheduling algorithm has better
performance than its peers in both constraint satisfi-
ability and cost optimization, which proves its effec-
tiveness in addressing workflow scheduling problems.

Keywords: Gradient-based optimizer, Cloud comput-
ing, Workflow scheduling, Meta-heuristics

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, workflow technology has been widely used to
manage large computation applications [13]. With the
continuous expansion of Internet data, the demand for
huge infrastructure with high computation capability has
greatly increased. Cloud environment is able to provide
nearly unlimited virtual resources in a convenient way, so
that users do not need to be limited to local resources to
deploy large-scale applications [11]. Thus to satisfy the
quality of service (QoS), large-scale workflows are usu-
ally deployed and executed in the cloud environment.

Workflow scheduling focuses on how to allocate each
task to a set of available computing resources, such
that some specific performance criteria are optimized.
As a well-known NP-hard problem, it has been exten-

sively investigated in the distributed computing commu-
nity for decades [15]. The workflow scheduling algo-
rithms are mainly divided into two types: heuristic and
meta-heuristic. Heuristic is an experience based method
that uses the characteristics of a workflow to find ap-
proximate solutions. Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
(HEFT) [14] and Critical Path on a Processor (CPOP)
[14] are two classical list scheduling algorithms proposed
for workflow scheduling. Abrishami et al. [1] pro-
posed two algorithms named IaaS cloud partial critical
path (IC-PCP) and IC-PCP with deadline distribution.
Yuan et al. [18] put forward a Dependency Relationship-
List Scheduling (DR-LS) algorithm where the heuristic
method Probabilistic Upward Rank was introduced to dis-
tribute the deadline fairly to each task.

Although these heuristics are effective under some spe-
cific conditions, they share a common weakness that the
performance degrades rapidly owing to the lack of adapt-
ability to different deadline requirements when the work-
flow scale becomes larger. Thus several meta-heuristic
approaches such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [4], Parti-
cle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [12] and Ant Colony Op-
timization (ACO) [6] are proposed. They are general
purpose technique that evolve iteratively based on ran-
dom search. In order to minimize the execution cost of
the workflow while meeting its deadline, Wu et al. [17]
proposed a simple probabilistic list scheduling method
ProLiS and a metaheuristic L-ACO, Guo et al. [7] uti-
lized the discrete PSO and adopted randomly two-point
crossover operator as well as randomly single point mu-
tation operator of GA. Li et al. [10] proposed a hybrid
constrained optimization named PSO+LOA for schedul-
ing workflows in the cloud. Wang et al. [16] developed
a dynamic group learning distributed particle swarm opti-
mization (DGLDPSO) for the deadline-constrained large-
scale cloud workflow scheduling. In [9], a novel Scoring
and Dynamic Hierarchy-based NSGA-II is proposed.

Gradient-based optimizer (GBO) [2] is a newly
proposed meta-heuristic optimization derived by the
gradient-based Newton’s method. In GBO, each indi-
vidual which is called “vector” in the population evolves
based on the gradient between the current vector and the
best vector in the search space. GBO uses two main oper-
ators: gradient search rule (GSR) and local escape oper-
ator (LEO) to explore the search space and find a neces-
sary balance between the global exploration and local ex-
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ploitation, which makes the algorithm suitable for work-
flow scheduling. Therefore, we propose a gradient-based
optimizer for scheduling workflows in the cloud, so as
to minimize the execution cost while satisfying defined
deadline constraints.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes the formulation of the considered
scheduling problem. GBO-based scheduler is given in
Section 3. Experimental settings and results are discussed
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1. Workflow and Resource Models
A workflow application can be represented by a Di-
rected Acyclic Graph (DAG) G = {T,E}, where T =
{t1, t2, · · · , t|T |} is a set of tasks in the workflow, and
E = {ei, j = (ti, t j)|ti, t j ∈ T} is a set of directed edges
representing the precedence dependencies between tasks.
The edge ei, j indicates that task ti is a predecessor (par-
ent) task of task t j while t j is a successor (child) task of ti,
and t j can start executing only after ti finishes. As a task
usually has multiple predecessors, it can start its execu-
tion only if all its predecessor tasks have completed their
execution. A task that does not have any parent task is
called an entry task, whereas a task that does not have any
child task is called an exit task.

Cloud service providers (CSPs) usually offer users with
heterogeneous resources that have different processing
capabilities and prices in the form of virtual machines
(VMs). And the processing capability is usually measured
by Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS). The band-
width between VMs is assumed to be the same with the
same data center, and defined as bw. This paper only con-
siders the pay-as-you-go on demand pricing model, where
users are charged depending on the number of time in-
tervals that they have used cloud resources and any par-
tial utilization of a time interval is rounded to a full one.
Let V M = {v1,v2, · · · ,vK} be a set of available VMs in
the cloud. Each VM vk = {pck, uck, RSTk, RFTk| k =
1,2, · · · ,K} is associated with four attributes, where pck
is the processing capacity, uck is the unit price per time in-
terval, RSTk is the start renting time and RFTk is the finish
renting time.

2.2. Scheduling Formulation
Given that task tp and ti are deployed on vl and vk, re-
spectively, and there is a precedence dependence ep,i with
a data amount of Datap,i between them. The execution
time of ti is defined as:

ETi,k =
leni

pck
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

where leni is the instruction length of ti.
The transfer time T Ti of ti is the sum of the time for data

trasmission from all its parent tasks, which is denoted as:

T Ti = ∑
tp∈predi

T Tp,i . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

T Tp,i =

{ Datap,i
bw , i f vl 6= vk
0, i f vl = vk

. . . . . . (3)

Hence the start time STi and finish time FTi of ti can be
obtained:

STi = max{Availk, max
tp∈predi

{FTp}} . . . . . (4)

FTi = STi +ETi +T Ti . . . . . . . . . . (5)

where Availk is the available time of vk
Then the total execution time Makespan of the work-

flow is determined by the maximum finish time of all the
tasks:

Makespan = max
ti∈T
{FTi} . . . . . . . . . (6)

Let ∆ be the billing interval, the execution time of vk
can be calculated as:

ECk =

⌈
RFTk−RSTk

∆

⌉
×uck . . . . . . . (7)

where de is a round up function, i.e., rounding up to an
integer.

Thus the total execution cost Cost of the workflow is
defined as:

Cost =
K

∑
k=1

ECk . . . . . . . . . . . . (8)

The purpose of our work is to find one appropriate so-
lution for scheduling the workflow, so as to minimize the
cost while satisfying the specified deadline constraint D.
Hence the scheduling model of our considered problem
can be formulated as follows:{

minimize Cost
s.t. Makespan≤ D . . . . . . . (9)

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

3.1. Encoding and Initialization

In GBO, each member of the population is called ”vec-
tor”. In order to apply GBO to workflow scheduling prob-
lem, this paper designs an encoding scheme that trans-
forms the scheduling solution into a vector for operation.
As shown in Fig. 1, each dimension in the vector rep-
resents a task, and the value of each dimension element
represents the virtual machine number to which the task
is assigned. The length of the vector is equal to the num-
ber of tasks in the workflow.

Fig. 1. Encoding scheme
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The initial population is generated by randomly map-
ping tasks on the available VMs. Assuming that the total
number of VMs is K, each task in the vector is randomly
assigned a floating point number between 1 and K +1, the
floating point number is then rounded down to an integer
which represents the index of the task’s initial assigned
VM.

3.2. Gradient Search Rule
In order to enhance the exploration tendency and acceler-
ate the convergence of the GBO, the Gradient Search Rule
(GSR) is proposed based on the concept of GB method.
First, some modifications are introduced to handle the
population-based search, and zn+1 is calculated as:

zn+1 = xn− randn× 2∆x× xn

(xworst− xbest + ε)
. . . (10)

where randn is a normally distributed random number,
ε is a small number within the range of [0, 0.1], where
xbest and xworst are the best and worst solutions obtained
during the optimization process. ∆x is the step size which
is determined based on the difference between xbest and a
randomly selected position xm

r1
:

∆x = rand(1 : N)×|step| . . . . . . . . (11)

step =
(xbest− xm

r1
)+δ

2
. . . . . . . . . (12)

δ = 2× rand×
(∣∣∣∣xm

r1
+ xm

r2
+ xm

r3
+ xm

r4

4
− xm

n

∣∣∣∣) (13)

where rand(1 : N) is a random number with N dimen-
sions, r1, r2, r3 and r4 (r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= r4 6= n) are different
integers randomly chosen from [1, N], step is a step size,
which is determined by xbest and xm

r1
.

Hence, two positions ypn and yqn which are created in
regard to zn+1 and xn are respectively given by:

ypn = rand×
(
|zn+1 + xn|

2
+ rand×∆x

)
. . (14)

yqn = rand×
(
|zn+1 + xn|

2
− rand×∆x

)
. . (15)

Additionally, to improve the search capability and bal-
ance exploration and exploitation, the GSR is modified by
introducing an adaptive coefficient ρ1 that varies based on
the sine funcion α:

ρ1 = 2× rand×α−α . . . . . . . . . (16)

α =

∣∣∣∣β × sin
(

3π

2
+ sin

(
β × 3π

2

))∣∣∣∣ . . . (17)

β = βmin +(βmax−βmin)×
(

1−
( m

M

)3
)2

. (18)

where βmin and βmax are 0.2 and 1.2, respectively, m and
M are the current and total number of iterations, respec-
tively. α changes at each iteration, and has a large value
at the early iterations to enhance the diversity and then de-
creases with the evolution to accelerate the convergence.

Therefore, the GSR can be expressed as:

GSR = randn×ρ1×
2∆x× xn

(ypn− yqn + ε)
. . . . (19)

What’s more, in order to to better exploit the nearby
area of xn, the direction of movement (DM) is also intro-
duced as:

DM = rand×ρ2× (xbest− xn) . . . . . . (20)

where rand is a random number in [0, 1], ρ2 is a random
parameter to assist each vector to have a different step
size, which can be calculated as 16.

Hence the new vector X1m
n is generated at a random

point that is specified by GSR and DM in the search space:

X1m
n = xm

n −GSR+DM . . . . . . . . . (21)

X1m
n = xm

n − randn×ρ1×
2∆x× xm

n

(xworst− xbest + ε)

+ rand×ρ2× (xbest− xm
n )

. (22)

By replacing xbest with the current vector xm
n in Eq. 22,

the new vector X2m
n can be generated as follows:

X2m
n = xbest − randn×ρ1×

2∆x× xm
n

(xworst− xbest + ε)

+ rand×ρ2× (xm
r1− xm

n )

(23)

This search direction method emphasizes the exploita-
tion process, which is limited for global search, while the
search method introduced in Eq. 22 is good for global
search but limited for local search. Therefore, GBO takes
advantage of both search methods to enhance both explo-
ration and exploitation. Accordingly, based on the po-
sitions X1m

n , X2m
n , and the current position xm

n , the new
solution at the next iteration xm+1

n can be defined as:

Xm+1
n = ra× (rb×X1m

n +(1− rb)×X2m
n )

+(1− ra)×X3m
n

. . (24)

X3m
n = Xm

n −ρ1×X2m
n −X1m

n . . . . . . . (25)

where ra and rb are two random numbers in [0, 1]. Fig.
2 depicts how a vector updates its position with regard to
X1m

n , X2m
n and X3m

n in the search space. Indeed, these
three positions specify the position xm+1

n , and other vec-
tors change their positions randomly around xm+1

n .

3.3. Local Escaping Operator
The LEO is introduced to promote the efficiency of the
proposed GBO. To significantly change the position of xm

n ,
this operator generates a solution with a superior perfor-
mance (xm

LEO) by using several solutions, which include
xbest , X1m

n and X2m
n , two random solutions xm

r1 and xm
r1,

and a new randomly generated solution xm
q . The solution

xm
LEO is generated using one of the following two schemes

randomly:

Xm
LEO = Xm+1

n + f1× (u1× xbest−u2× xm
q )

+ f2×ρ1× (u3× (X2m
n −X1m

n )

+u2× (xm
r1− xm

r2))/2

. . (26)
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This search direction method emphasizes the exploitation process. The search method expressed by Eq. (26) is good for
local search but is limited for global search, while the search method introduced in Eq. (25) is good for global search but is
limited for local search. Therefore, the GBO takes advantage of both search methods (Eqs. (25) and (26)) to enhance both
exploration and exploitation. Accordingly, based on the positions X1m

n , X2
m
n , and the current position (Xm

n Þ, the new solution
at the next iteration (xmþ1

n ) can be defined as:

xmþ1
n ¼ ra � rb � X1m

n þ 1� rbð Þ � X2m
n

� �þ 1� rað Þ�X3m
n ð27Þ

X3m
n ¼ Xm

n � q1 � ðX2m
n � X1m

n Þ ð27-1Þ
where ra and rb are two random numbers in [0, 1].
Fig. 4 depicts how a vector updates its position with regard to X1m

n , X2
m
n , and X3m

n in a 2D search space. According to Fig. 4
and Eq. (30), the position xmþ1

n would be at a random place determined by the positions X1m
n , X2

m
n , and X3m

n in the search
space. Indeed, these three positions specify the position xmþ1

n , and other vectors change their positions randomly around xmþ1
n .

2.4.3. Local escaping operator (LEO)
The LEO is introduced to promote the efficiency of the proposed GBO algorithm for solving complex problems. This oper-

ator can significantly change the position of the solution xmþ1
n . The LEO generates a solution with a superior performance

(Xm
LEO) by using several solutions, which include the best position (xbest), the solutions X1m

n and X2m
n , two random solutions

xmr1 and xmr2, and a new randomly generated solution (xmk ). The solution Xm
LEO is generated by the following scheme:

Fig. 4. Sketch map of the GBO algorithm.

138 I. Ahmadianfar et al. / Information Sciences 540 (2020) 131–159

Fig. 2. Sketch map of GBO

Xm
LEO = Xbest + f1× (u1× xbest−u2× xm

q )

+ f2×ρ1× (u3× (X2m
n −X1m

n )

+u2× (xm
r1− xm

r2))/2
. . (27)

where f1 is a uniform random number in the range of [-1,
1], f2 is a random number from a normal distribution with
mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1, u1, u2 and u3 are
three random numbers which are defined as:

u1 = L1×2× rand +(1−L1) . . . . . . . (28)

u2 = L1× rand +(1−L1) . . . . . . . . (29)

u3 = L1× rand +(1−L1) . . . . . . . . (30)

where L1 is a binary parameter with a value of 0 or 1, µ1
is a random number in the range of [0, 1], L1 is 1 if µ1 is
less than 0.5, otherwise, it is 0.

And the new solution xm
q is generated by:

xm
q = L2× xm

r +(1−L2)× xrand . . . . . . (31)

where xrand is a new solution, xm
r is a randomly selected

solution in the population, µ2 is a random number in [0,
1], L2 is 1 if µ2 is less than 0.5, otherwise, it is 0.

3.4. Updating Procedure of GBO-based Scheduler
Generally, the updating procedure of GBO-based sched-
uler is detailed in Algorithm 1. First, the initial population
is randomly generated, and xbest and xworst is initialized.
Then, the position of each solution is updated through a
series of iterative steps, including the GSR-based position
update, LEO with probability and the evaluation for the
solution. Once updating all the individuals in the popula-
tion, xbest and xworst are updated through fitness compar-
ison. As we wish to minimize the cost within the given
deadline, the one with smaller Cost is better if both solu-
tions are feasible (Makespan < D). While if only one so-
lution is feasible, the feasible solution is preferred. How-
ever, if both solutions are infeasible (Makespan > D), the
one with smaller Makespan is selected. Finally, after the
defined maximum number of iterations, the best schedul-
ing solution xbest is selected.

Algorithm 1: GBO-based Scheduler
Input: Population P
Output: Best Solution xbest

1 Generate initial population P
2 Calculate fitness values of all the individuals in P
3 Initialize xbest and xworst
4 while m < M do
5 for each xn ∈ P do
6 Select r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= r4 6= n in [1, N]
7 Xm+1

n ← Update Xm
n according to Eq. 24

8 if rand < pr then
9 if rand < 0.5 then

10 Calculate Xm
LEO according to Eq. 26

11 end
12 else
13 Calculate Xm

LEO according to Eq. 27
14 end
15 Xm+1

n = Xm
LEO

16 end
17 Calculate fitness values of xn
18 end
19 Update xbest and xworst
20 m← m+1
21 end
22 final ;
23 return xbest .

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANAL-
YSIS

4.1. Experimental Setup

Since it is difficult to do repeatable experiments on real
datacenters, we utilize the simulation tool WorkflowSim
[5] to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our al-
gorithm. All the experiments are conducted on a Laptop
with Core i7 2.0 GHz, 16 GB RAM, Windows 10, Java 2
Standard Edition V1.8.0.

In this paper, three kinds of real scientific workflows
that come from different areas with small and medium
scales are applied [8]: Montage with 50 and 100 tasks,
LIGO with 50 and 100 tasks, and Sipht with 60 and 100
tasks. These workflows are used for generating custom
mosaics, detecting gravitational waves, and searching for
small untranslated ribonucleic acids, respectively. They
differ with each other in terms of structure, communica-
tion data, and computational characteristics. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the structures of these workflows.

Based on current Amazon EC2 [3], we assume the CSP
provides six different types of VMs with different prices
and speeds, as shown in Table 1. The bandwidth between
VMs is set to 15 MBps.

We choose three kinds of deadline constraints from the
tight, moderate to relaxed, and introduce two baseline
schedules using HEFT. The cheapest schedule is obtained
by mapping all tasks in G to only one VM of the cheapest
type, its makespan denoted as MC. The fastest schedule, is
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(a) Montage (b) LIGO

(c) Sipht

Fig. 3. The structures of realistic scientific workflows

Table 1. Virtual machines

Index Type
Speed Price

(MFLOPS) ($/h)

1 m1.small 4400 0.06
2 m1.medium 8800 0.12
3 m1.large 17600 0.24
4 m1.xlarge 35200 0.48
5 m3.xlarge 57200 0.5
6 m4.xlarge 114400 1

obtained by allocating all tasks to the VMs of the fastest
type, its makespan is denoted as MF . And the deadline
factor λ which varies from 0.1 to 0.5 with a step size of
0.2 is also utilized to set different deadlines:

D = MF +λ × (MC−MF) . . . . . . . . (32)

Success rate is introduced to show the performance of
an algorithm in meeting different deadline constraints,
and is defined as:

SR =
s1

s
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (33)

where s and s1 are the total number of solutions and the
number of successful solutions that satisfy the deadline
constraint, respectively. It is clear that a higher success
rate means better performance.

4.2. Results and Analysis
To verify the performance of GBO, we compare it with
two classical approaches, i.e., PSO [12] and GA [4], each

method is run 10 times over each workflow under each
deadline constraint. We analyze these results in terms of
success rate and cost optimization.

(1) Constraint satisfiability
As it is useless to generate solutions without meeting

the deadline constraints, here we display the percentage
of success rate over each workflow under each constraint
factor in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Success rates of algorithms

For Montage workflow of small-scales, all the three
approaches can hardly meet the tight constraint with the
sucess rates no more than 10 percent. Under the moder-
ate constraint, both GBO and GA can achieve a SR higher
than 80 percent, while PSO performs the worst. In terms
of the relaxed constraint, our GBO outperforms the oth-
ers as it succeeds totally while PSO and GA only get 90
percent of SR.

For Montage with 100 tasks, both GBO and GA can
obtain 80% higher suceess rates under all constraints with
GBO hitting 90 % higher at factor 0.1, while PSO per-
forms worse than them.

For small-scale LIGO workflow, it is obvious to see that
all the approaches fail to meet the tight constraint. Un-
der the moderate constraint, GBO gets a 100% hit rate,
GA obtains a 80% hit rate, while PSO only produces few
successful schedules. All the approaches succeed totally
under the relaxed constraint.

For medium-scale LIGO, both GBO and GA can ob-
tain 90% higher rates in all cases, while PSO performs
the worst as it cannot meet any of the constraints totally.

From the results of Sipht, it is clear to see that GA gets
the worst performance with the lowest success rates in all
cases. GBO performs slightly better than PSO in small-
scale cases, and shows significantly better performance
than the others over medium-scale Sipht as it hits 80%
higher rates under all the constraints.

(2) Cost optimization
To evaluate cost of the solutions resulting from three al-

gorithms, we depict the average cost over each workflow
under different deadline constraints in Figs. 5 to 7.

For Montage workflows of small and medium scales,
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it is clear to see that three approaches show similar per-
formance under the tight constraint. Under the moderate
deadline, GBO performs the best with the minimum cost,
followed by PSO, while GA gets a slightly higer cost than
PSO and GBO. In terms of the relaxed cosntraint, GBO
still shows significantly better performance in cost opti-
mization than the others.

Fig. 5. Average costs of algorithms over Montage

From the results of LIGO workflows with 50 and 100
tasks, it can be seen that GBO and GA perform similarly
as they both obtain relatively lower cost in all cases, while
PSO always hit the highest cost especially under the tight
constraint.

Fig. 6. Average costs of algorithms over LIGO

For Sipht workflows, it is obvious that GBO can al-
ways achieve the lowest costs than the other algorithms
in all cases. GA obtains the worst optimization results
in small-scale cases, but improves its properties and per-
forms similarly as GBO as the scale of the workflow gets
larger.

(3) Convergence
Besides the quality of solutions, the iterative conver-

gence characteristics of the algorithms is another key eval-
uation indicator. We run each algorithm 10 times under
each constraint factor over Sipht workflow with 60 tasks

Fig. 7. Average costs of algorithms over Sipht

and record the costs every 100 iterations. Figs. 8 to 10
shows the curves of average costs of 10 runs over the num-
ber of iterations.

Fig. 8. Iteration processes of algorithms over small-scale
Sipht when λ = 0.1

It can be seen from the results that GBO can obtain its
nearly optimal solutions within 100 iterations, but keeps
optimizing its costs with the increase of iterations due to
its LEO operator. Both PSO and GA converge fast within
100 iterations and 300 iterations, respectively, but eventu-
ally achieve higher costs than GBO.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel GBO-based scheduler
for scheduling scientific workflows in the cloud, which
aims to minimize cost while meeting deadline constraints.
With the introduction of two operators, i.e., a gradient-
based rule (GSR) and a local escaping operator (LEO),
our algorithm combines a gradient-based method and a
population-based method together and develops a random
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Fig. 9. Iteration processes of algorithms over small-scale
Sipht when λ = 0.3

Fig. 10. Iteration processes of algorithms over small-scale
Sipht when λ = 0.5

search technique to help jump out of the local optima, and
is able to properly balance between exploration and ex-
ploitation. Extensive simulation experiments have been
conducted to verify our approach by comparing with PSO
and GA on the same workflows with different types and
scales. The experiment results show that our algorithm
succeeds in meeting the constraints with the lowest av-
erage costs in most cases, demonstrating its efficiency
and superiority in addressing cloud workflow scheduling
problems.

Our future work intends to develop our algorithm in
coping with more complex scheduling problems, like op-
timizing more objectives for multiple workflows in hybrid
clouds.
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